
Angel Communication Board
Connect to your guides, angels or passed love ones

Your Angel Communication Board is a safe and fun way to
connect to the other side! The problem with the traditional

communication boards or ouija board is that they are
unprotected and anything and everything can come through (and

hang out for awhile). Protection is very important anytime you
are opening yourself up to connect to the other side. We live in a

world of duality so there is always going to be positive and
negative and that goes for the other side as well. This board is
designed with built in protection and along with the prayer will

keep you safe from those pesky negative beings!
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Please read everything thoroughly before you start!  
 

Enjoy! 



How To Use
 

Find a comfortable place without distractions.
Cleanse board and the environment with either white sage
and/or imagine the board in God’s white light. 
Say prayer 
Place planchette on the board, on the hello text, and place
both hands on it. 
Close your eyes, take three deep breaths and relax into a
meditative state. 
Focus and set your intention on what you wish to connect
with. Your guides, the angels, or a passed loved one. 
Ask a question in your mind or write it down beforehand.
Focus on your breath and *raising the energy.
You will notice the planchette either feel like it is being
pulled, like your hands are being guided, you might feel a
cold spot on your hands and/or tingling sensation.
Allow the planchette to go where it takes you.
Keep track of what is being communicated. (Having more
than one person there is a good idea for this.)
At the end, ALWAYS thank spirit for being there and for
what they shared. Close out the session by placing it on
the goodby text.

 
 
*Some ways to raise the energy are playing happy, upbeat
music, singing, feeling love or feeling good, or imagining
yourself going up a flight of stairs or an elevator 
 



What Not To Do

Do not use if you are under the influence of alcohol or
drugs under any circumstances!!!
Do not use if sick or tired.
Do not use if you are in a bad mood.
Do not use to try and hurt someone.
Do not use if you are trying to get information on someone
unless you have their permission.
Do not ask when you or someone else will die or if something
bad will happen to you or someone else. 

Tips 
 
 

Its good to use with other people because it helps build up the
energy. Make sure everyone is on the same page!
Do not try and force it, the more you relax the better.
Pay attention to how the energy feels, the more you do it, the
more you will be able to tell when spirit is present or not. You
should be able to feel a difference once spirit connects.
It can take some time for the energy to build up, so be patient.
Ask questions. Try wording your questions differently if you are
not getting a response.
Be respectful! Sometimes spirit won't answer a question, move
on if they don't.
HAVE FUN! Keep it light and positive! 



I ask for Archangel Michael’s protection during this session.
I ask that only beings of love and light that have the

permission of Archangel Michael to communicate through
this board. I ask for clear and accurate information. I ask
that this board be used for positive and healing purposes

only. So it is.

I thank the beings of love and light for being here with us
during this session. I am thankful for the information I have
received and what I have experienced. I ask for Archangel
Michaels continued protection. This session is now closed.

and so it is. 

Prayers

Opening Prayer

Closing Prayer



White Sage- Light the sage on fire, blow it out, all you need is
the smoke. Go around yourself and your home with it. Sage

will remove any negative energy and raise vibrations. 
 

Palo Santo- Works the same as sage, but it is stronger. 
 

Sea Salt- Sea salt will absorb and cleanse negative energy.
You can take a bath with it, sprinkle it around the home or in

doorways or leave bowls of it in the corners of the room. 
 

Crystals- Black Turmaline, Obsidian and Jet are all good
crystals to carry with to you to protect yourself 

 
Prayer/Intention- Archangel Michael is the angel of protection.
Call upon him to protect and to remove any negative energy.
Set your intention to only work with beings of love and light.  

 
When in doubt… sage it! 

Ways To Protect Yourself


